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Abstract 

From an algebraic perspective, semirings give the most natural basic speculation of the 

hypothesis of rings and the vast majority of the methods utilized in analyzing semiring are 

taken from ring theory and group theory. In this paper, the semiring hypothetical consequences 

of [4] and [10] concerning the prime and semiprime ideals of semirings to -semirings are 

generalized. 

1. Introduction 

The set of non negative integers N with addition and multiplication gives 

a characteristic illustration of a semiring. There are numerous different 

examples of semirings, for example, for a given integer n, the set  
nnija


 

over a semiring R structures a semiring with usual addition and 

multiplication over R. In any case, the circumstances for the arrangement of 

the set of all negative integers and for the set of all  
nnija


 over a semiring 

R are different. They do not shape semirings with the above operations, since 

multiplication in the above sense are no longer binary compositions. This 

thought gives another sort of algebraic structure, what is known as a            

-semiring. 

“The idea of -semiring was presented by [7] in 1995” as a speculation of 

semiring as well as -ring (it may be reviewed here that the thought of  – 

was first presented in algebra by N. Nobusawa in 1964). Later it was 
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discovered that -semiring additionally give an algebraic home to the 

negative cones of totally ordered rings and the set of rectangular matrices 

over a semiring. 

In this paper, we set up certain outcomes with respect to prime and 

semiprime ideals of a -semiring. We at that point get various 

characterizations of prime and semiprime ideals of -semiring R. 

2. Preliminaries 

For preliminaries of -semirings, we refer to [1], [2], [3] and [6]. Some of 

the following definitions are crucial in this paper. Throughout this paper, R 

represents a -semiring. 

Definition 2.1[9]. Let R and  be two additive commutative semigroup. 

Then R is called a -semiring if there exists a mapping RRR   

denoted by yx  for all Ryx ,  and   satisfying the following 

conditions: 

(i)   .zyzxzyx   

(ii)   .zxzxzx   

(iii)   .zxyxzyx   

(iv)    zyxzyx   for all Rzyx ,,  and .,   

Let RBRA  ,  and .  Let us denote RBA   by 

 ,iii baBA   where BbAa ii  ,  and i  be a set of finite sums. 

Definition 2.2[7]. “0 is the element of R if and only if 000  xx  and 

xxx  00  and „1‟ is the identity element if 11  xxx  for all 

Rx   and .P ” 

Definition 2.3[7]. “If xyyx   for all Ryx ,  and ,  then R is a 

commutative -semiring”. 

Definition 2.4[3]. “A non empty sub set I of R is said to be left (right) 

ideal of R if I is subsemigroup of  ,R  and  IxyIyx  ,  for all 

IyRx  ,  and .  If I is both left and right ideal of a -semiring R 

then I is called an ideal of R”. 
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Definition 2.5[4]. “A proper ideal M of R is said to be maximal ideal if 

there does not exist any other proper ideal of R containing M properly”. 

Definition 2.6[9]. “An ideal P of R is k-ideal if RxPyxPy  ,,  

implies that  ”. 

Definition 2.7[6]. “Let 1R  and 2R  be two -semirings. Then 

21: RRf   be a -homomorphism if      yfxfyxf   and 

     yfxfyxf   for all 1, Ryx   and . ” 

OR 

“Let 1R  be 1 -semiring and 2R  be 2 -semiring. Then 

     2211 ,,:,  RRgf  is called homomorphism if 21: RRf   and 

21: g  are homomorphisms of semigroup such that 

     yfxfyxf   and        yfgxfyxf   for all 1, Ryx   and 

1 ”. 

Lemma 2.8[6]. “Let  be a non empty index set and   AI   be a family 

of ideals of a -semiring R. Then 


I  is an ideal of -semiring R”. 

All through this paper, R will signify a -semiring with zero element „0‟ 

and identity component „1‟ except if in any case expressed. 

3. Prime and Semiprime Ideals in a -Semiring 

In this segment, we set up certain outcomes with respect to prime and 

semiprime ideals of a -semiring R. Further, we obtain different 

characterizations of prime and semiprime ideals of R. 

Remark [10] “Let 1R  and 2R  be two -semirings and 21: RRT   be an 

onto -homomorphism. Let  |1RxKT   there exist zy,  in 1R  such that 

zyx   and    .zTyT   Then TK  is an ideal of 1R  containing ,TKer  

where    0|1  xTRxTKer ”. 

Definition 3.1[3]. “An ideal P of R is prime if for any two ideals A and B 

of PBAR ,  we have, either PA   or PB  ”. 
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Theorem 3.2. Let 1R  and 2R  be two -semirings and 21: RRT   be an 

onto homomorphism. Let 1A  be an ideal of 1R  and 2A  an ideal of .2R  Then 

(i) 2A  is prime if and only if  2
1 AT  is prime. 

(ii) If 1A  is a k-ideal and ,1 TKA   then 1A  is prime if and only if 

 1AT  is prime. 

(iii) If  2
1 AT  is maximal, then 2A  is maximal. 

(iv) Let 1A  be k-ideal containing .TK  If 1A  is maximal, then  1AT  is 

maximal. 

Proof. (i) Let 2A  be given prime in .2R  Let 1P  and 1Q  be two ideals of 

1R  such that  .2
1

11 ATQP   Therefore      1111 QPTQTPT   

   22
1 AATT    [c.f. [11], Lemma 3.3 (i), (iii), (vii)]. But 2A  is prime, so 

either   21 APT   or   .21 AQT   This implies that either  2
1

1 ATP   or 

 .2
1

1 ATQ   Thus  2
1 AT  is prime. Conversely, let 2P  and 2Q  be two 

ideals of 2R  such that .222 AQP   Using [c.f. [11], Lemma 3.3 (vi), (x)], we 

have         .2
1

22
1

2
1

2
1 ATQPTQTPT    But  2

1 AT  is prime, 

therefore either      2
1

2
1 ATPT    or      2

1
2

1 ATQT    so by [c.f. 

[11], lemma (i); (vii)])] we have either   2
1

2 ATTP   or   .2
1

2 ATTQ   

So either 22 AP   or .22 AQ   

(ii) Let   .21 AAT   Since 1A  is k-ideal containing ,TK  so  

     11
1

2
1 AATTAT    ([c.f. [11], Lemma 3.3 (vi); (viii)]. Then by (i) 1A  

is prime if and only if  1AT  is prime. 

(iii) Suppose  2
1 AT  is maximal. Let 2Q  be any other ideal of 2R  such 

that 222 RQA   then by [c.f. [11], Lemma 3.3 (vi)]    2
1

2
1 QTAT    

.1R  Since  2
1 AT   is maximal so either    2

1
2

1 QTAT    or 

  .12
1 RAT   Now result follows easily using the fact that    22

1 AATT   

for every ideal 2A  of .2R  
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(iv) Follows exactly as (ii) and (iii). □ 

Definition 3.3[3]. “Let P be an ideal of R. Then P is semiprime if for any 

two ideals A of PAAR ,  gives that PA  ”. 

The following theorem is proved in [1]. 

Theorem 3.4[1]. “Let R be a -semiring. For an ideal RP  the following 

statements are equivalent 

(i) P is prime. 

(ii) For PbRaRba  ,,  if and only if Pa   or .Pb    

(iii) For     PbaRba  ,,  if and only if Pa   or .Pb   

(iv) For any left (right) ideals KH,  of PKHR ,  implies that either 

PH   or PK  ”. 

Theorem 3.5. Let RP  be an ideal of R. Then the following statements 

are equivalent 

(i) P is semiprime. 

(ii) If     PaaRa  ,  then .Pa   

(iii) PaRaRa  ,  if and only if .Pa   

(iv) If H is any left (right) ideal of PHHR ,  then .PH   

Proof. We omit, because it is a matter of routine verification. □ 

Definition 3.6[12]. “An element Rx   is multiplicative -idempotent if 

there ,  such that .xxx   R is called multiplicative -idempotent        

-semiring if every element of R is multiplicative -idempotent. It is denoted 

by  RI  ”. 

Definition 3.7[7]. “Let    ,| xyxxRxRC   for all .,  Ry  

Then  RC  is called centre of -semiring R”. 

Definition 3.8[5]. Rx   is a unit if there exists an element Ry   and 

  such that .1 xyyx   The element Ry   is called the inverse of x 
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in R. The set of all elements of R having units is denoted by  .RU   Clearly, 

  ,RU  since  RU 1  and is not all of R. 

Definition 3.9[3]. “Let .H  Then H is an m-system of R if 

,21 Hdrc   for any RrHdc  ,,  and  21, ”. 

Example 3.10. Let S be a submonoid of R with identity 1, then S is an  

m-system. Specifically,    RCRU ,  and    RCRI   are m-systems and 

 RI   is an m-system if R is commutative. 

Definition 3.11[2]. “ RA   is an n-system of R if ,Aara   for 

RrAa  ,  and , ”. 

The following results are proved in [1] and [3], however for the 

completeness we state the following. 

Theorem 3.12[1]. “An ideal P of a -semiring R is prime if and only if 

PR \  is an m-system of R”. 

Theorem 3.13[1]. Let P be an ideal of a commutative -semiring R. Then 

P is prime if Pba   then either Pa   or Pb  ”. 

Theorem 3.14[1]. “An ideal P of a -semiring R is semiprime if and only 

if for     PaaRa  ,  implies that .Pa   

Corollary 3.15[3]. “Let R be a -semiring. An ideal I of a -semiring R is 

semiprime if and only if IR \  is an n-system”. 

Theorem 3.16[3]. A non-empty subset A of a -semiring R is an n-system 

if and only if it is union of m-systems”. 

Now we have. 

Theorem 3.17. Let A be an m-system of elements of a -semiring R. On 

the off chance that if P is maximal ideal among each one of those of R which 

are disjoint from A then P is prime. 

Proof. Let PI   and PJ   satisfying ,PJI   where I and J are 

ideals of R. Then PIP   and .PJP   Therefore    API   and 

  . APJ   Specifically, there exist finite subsets 
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 mn qqqppp ,,,,,,, 2121   of  niiiP ,,,, 21   of I and  mjjj ,,, 21   of 

msnkJ  1,1,  so that     


n

k kk PIApip
1

  and 

    


m

s ss PJAqjq
1

.  But A is an m-system, therefore for 

 ,,Rr  we have .Abra   In any case, qrp   

         


m

s

n

k

n

k skkskk jripqrip
1 1 1

  

         


m

s

n

k

n

k

n

k

n

k sksksksk jriqrijrpqrp
1 1 1 1 1

 

,PJIPJIPIJPP   since ,PJI   logical 

inconsistency to the theory that .AP   Hence P is prime. □ 

Corollary 3.18. If P be any maximal ideal of R. Then P is prime. 

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 3.17 and example 3.10 and on 

the off chance that an ideal of R is maximal among each one of those ideals of 

R which are disjoint from  .RU   

Theorem 3.19. Let P be a prime ideal of R. Then every prime ideal P 

contains a minimal prime ideal. 

Proof. Let  iKi |  be such that for ji  in  we have, ,ji KK   

where each iK  is a descending chain of prime ideals of R. Let .ii KK    

Therefore, K is an ideal of R [c.f. Lemma 2.10]. Further let  ,,, Rba  

be such that   .| KRrbra   Let .Ka   Then for any m  we have 

.mKa   So by Theorem 3.4, .mKb   Thus, iKb   for all  .mi KKmi   

Further, if mi   then mi KK   and so .iKa   So by Theorem 3.4, iKb   

for all .i  Thus .Kb   Hence by Theorem 3.4, K is prime. Now the result 

is self evident by Zorn‟s lemma to the set of all prime ideals of R contained in 

P. □ 

Theorem 3.20. An ideal H of a -semiring R is semi prime if and only if 

H is the intersection of all prime ideals of R containing H. 

Proof. Let H be a semi prime ideal of R. Then by Corollary 3.15 HR \  is 

an n-system. Also by Theorem 3.16, 




i

iKHR \  where each iK  is an m-
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system and .|HRKi   But iKH   for each ,i  so by Zorn‟s 

Lemma, ,iLH   where iL  is maximal disjoint from .iK  This implies that, 

each such iL  is prime [c.f. Theorem 3.17]. Thus 




i

iLH  

 




i

i HKR .\  Hence H is the intersection of all prime ideals of R 

containing H. Conversely, the result follows exactly from Theorem 3.14, 

Corollary 3.15 and Theorem 3.16. □ 

Theorem 3.21. Let Q be an ideal of R. On the off chance that if H is an 

ideal of R minimal among each one of those ideals of R, properly containing Q 

then  QHxRxP  |  is a prime ideal of R. 

Proof. Let ., Pyx   Therefore, Ryx ,  and ., QHyQHx   Now 

  .QHyHxHyx   This implies that .Pyx   Let .Px   Then 

., QHxRx   Now ,,  Rrx  we have     QxHrxHrx    

.Q  Similarly,     .QQrHxrHxr   Thus P is an ideal of R. Let 

,PBA   where A and B be two ideals of R and assume that .PB   Now 

we claim that .PA   Since PBA   and ,PB   we have QHBA   

and .PHB   Therefore ,HHBQQ   since H is minimal, so we 

have .HHBQ   Thus   .QHAHBQA   Hence .PA   

Definition 3.22. A -semiring R is said to be left noetherian if and only if 

it satisfies the ascending chain conditions on left ideals. Similarly we can 

define right noetherian. 

Theorem 3.23. Let S be the set of all ideals of a commutative -semiring 

R which are not finitely generated. If P is a maximal k-ideal such that SP   

then P is prime. 

Proof. Let .,\,,  PRbaPba  Then clearly  aP   and 

 bP   are ideals of R. Therefore,    bPPaPP  ,  and so both are 

finitely generated. Let    arparparpaP nnn  ,,, 222111   and 

    ,,,,,,,, 222111  jijimmm RPppbrpbrpbrpbP   

.1,1 mjni   Let  .,|  ParRrK  Thus K is an ideal of 
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R. If mj 1  then      abrapabrapabrp jjjjjjjjj   

  .Kbarap jjj   Therefore   .KbPP   Since P is maximal so K 

is finitely generated. Let  .,,, 21 qkkkK   This implies that 

 


q

i iiii qiRtKkt
1

.1,,  If Pp   then for nsss ,,, 21   of R we 

have        


n

i

n

i

n

i iiiiiiiiii arspsarpsp
1 1 1

,  for all 

., i  Since P is k-ideal, so   


n

i iii Pars
1

.  Thus   


n

i iii Krs
1

.  

Therefore, there exist Rttt q ,,, 21   such that   


n

i

q

i iiiiii ktrs
1 1

.  

So   


n

i

q

i iiiiii aktpsP
1 1

.  Thus P is generated by 

 ,,,,,,, 121 akakppp qn    which is logical inconsistency to the theory 

that P is not finitely generated. Hence Pba   gives that either Pa   or 

.Pb   Hence P is prime. □ 

Theorem 3.24. Let P be a k-prime ideal of a commutative -semiring R. 

Then P is finitely generated if and only if R is noetherian. 

Proof. Let R be noetherian, then P is finitely generated [c.f. [11], 

proposition 4.2]. Conversely, let P be finitely generated and M be the set of all 

ideals of R which are not finitely generated. We will show that M  [c.f. 

[11], proposition 4.2]. If possible let .M  Let 




i

iHH ,  where each 

iHi,  is a chain of elements of M. Then H cannot be finitely generated 

and is an ideal of R. Otherwise, it must be one of ,iH  which is logical 

inconsistency to the theory that none of iH  is finitely generated. The result is 

self evident by Zorn‟s Lemma that, M has maximal element. Thus by theorem 

3.23, P is prime, which is a contradiction to given. Hence R is noetherian. 
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